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The compliant management of chaos
‘Cometh the hour, cometh the compliance offi cer.’ A major 
crisis has erupted at your fi nancial services fi rm – how do you 
contain the situation and steer the fi rm out of its problems 
strengthened by the experience? Adam Samuel outlines the 
steps and issues involved.

The roof has just fallen in. A sudden burst of customer 
complaints reveals that an adviser in the fi rm has stolen 
£1.5 million from a variety of vulnerable customers or 
that a prominent consultant has been putting clients into 
an unregulated collective investment scheme investing in 
a hospital complex in La Paz of which he is incidentally a 
director. A trading desk has just owned up to the presence 
of a £2 billion loss previously concealed in an internal 
account. More commonly, businesses fall apart a little 
more slowly. A decision to put a proper market value on 
stressed assets can make the business worth considerably 
less than previously thought. A sudden inability to renew 
borrowings on which the investment bank depends means 
that insuffi cient assets exist to pay the bills. 

As the great subject of which one must not speak, 
failure, there is perhaps unsurprisingly no obvious publicly-
discussed playbook. Yet, regulators become distinctly shirty 
when they fi nd themselves signifi cantly behind the news 
curve. The JP Morgan London Whale fi nal notice focuses 
largely on the business’ delay in coming clean with the 
regulator on the extent of the bank’s diffi culty. At the 
opposite end of the fi nancial services food chain, it routinely 
bans individuals from the industry for having recommended 
the type of unregulated collective investment schemes and 
geared traded endowment plans that were surprisingly 
popular in the IFA world when they were doing it. 

Start with Principle 11 – hug the regulator
What is the difference marking those who survive 
unscathed and even thrive after the types of disaster that 
have fi nished UK fi nancial services careers for others? 
The easy, almost glib, response lies in their observance 
of Principle 11 (open and co-operative) which in a darker 
moment can be described as the ‘tell [the regulator] about 
it; tell her everything you feel’ rule. Some of the survivors 
of major compliance disasters are poster boys and girls 

for ‘open and co-operative’ with the FCA. This, though, 
would probably be too simple an answer. Some fi red all 

but the least tainted directors along with the compliance 
offi cer, and sometimes with good reason. The last director 
standing may not be that good but often he or she is all the 
regulator has with whom to engage. 

The central problem, though, of using Principle 11 as 
the solution to all diffi culties is the Russian roulette nature 
of the process. One suspects that JP Morgan thought 
that they could ride out the Whale storm and trade their 
way out of the losses concerned. Coming clean with the 
Financial Services Authority meant a string of enforcement 
cases and damaged careers. Having said that, the market 
speculation at the time rather forced the fi rm’s hand. 
Going to the regulator puts the fi rm in the hands of an 
often capricious authority when a bit of good fortune could 
perhaps lead to avoidance of this fate.

If the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential 
Regulation Authority wanted businesses in trouble to 
communicate with them more effectively, they could 
provide some comfort in published materials about the 
effect of doing this. The regulator is hauntingly silent on 
the level of mayhem of which they would like proactive 
disclosure. This explains why it often hears of things too 
late. On many occasions, fi rms are terrifi ed of telling the 
FCA and PRA things that they should probably know, for fear 
of triggering an unnecessary investigation into something 
that will eventually blow over. 
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It is also one thing to say to a fi rm that it ought to tell 
the regulator everything, but there is no guidance as to 
what that constitutes. In other words, how much does 
the fi rm need to discover about its problem in order to tell 
the regulator immediately? Experience suggests that fi rms 
need to be a bit more positive when dealing with regulators, 
to give them some hope that the business is worth saving. 
So, just describing doom and disaster to the FCA is usually 
not a winning formula.

What happened
Anyway, the fi rst task is to identify the problem and 
whether it represents a major threat to either the fi rm’s 
solvency, the regulator’s reputation or just something the 
FCA or PRA really ought to be told. Either way, a major crisis 
must be promptly escalated to board level. The company is 
at risk and it is now the directors’ job to determine its fate 
and deal with the regulator. An emergency meeting of the 
board by teleconference or something equivalent should 
happen on the date of discovery. The board has to be 
advised that it will have to tell at least the FCA if anything 
signifi cant has been discovered. Almost by virtue of the 
emergency meeting, it has to assume that that has already 
taken place.

Before the report is fi led, the fi rm has to dig up the correct 
information to pass on to the regulator. That would be the 
logical approach. However, the danger of being seen to delay 
means that fi rst impressions will have to be communicated 
initially and then corrected as the information-gathering 
improves. Nevertheless, somebody needs to take on the job 
of describing exactly what has happened, what harm it has 
done to the business, its customers and any third parties. 

There is an offi cial SUP form in SUP 15 Annex 3 for 
notifying the regulator. Frankly, though, an email and/or 
telephone call to the fi rm’s contact or, if none, the relevant 
contact centre should be high on someone’s to-do list, 
ideally the chief executive’s. This should offer total co-
operation, including a visit either by or to the fi rm as well as 
any documents and materials. Sometimes, the call to the 
regulator cannot wait for a board meeting. 

SUP 15 – the playbook for telling the regulator
The relevant rulebook provisions are found in SUP 15.3. The 
memo to the board has to cover this material. 

SUP 15.3.1 requires a fi rm to tell the FCA:

“immediately it becomes aware, or has information 
which reasonably suggests, that any of the following 
has occurred, may have occurred or may occur in the 
foreseeable future:
(1)  the fi rm failing to satisfy one or more of the 

threshold conditions; or
(2)  any matter which could have a signifi cant adverse 

impact on the fi rm’s reputation; or
(3)  any matter which could affect the fi rm’s ability 

to continue to provide adequate services to its 
customers and which could result in serious 
detriment to a customer of the fi rm; or

(4)  any matter in respect of the fi rm which could result 
in serious fi nancial consequences to the UK fi nancial 
system or to other fi rms.”

Sub-paragraph (2) will cover most crises. In case one 
needs reminding, SUP 15.3.8G points out that immediate 
notifi cation is required of:

“(2)  any signifi cant failure in the fi rm’s systems or 
controls, including those reported to the fi rm by 
the fi rm’s auditor;

(3)  any action which a fi rm proposes to take which 
would result in a material change in its capital 
adequacy or solvency, including, but not limited to:
(a)  any action which would result in a material 

change in the fi rm’s fi nancial resources or 
fi nancial resources requirement; or

(d)  signifi cant trading or non-trading losses 
(whether recognised or unrecognised).”

The potential fi nancial losses to clients or fi rm, the frequency 
of the breach, implications for the business’ systems and 
controls, in addition to delays in identifying or fi xing the 
problem, all factor into ‘signifi cance’ for this purpose (SUP 
15.3.12G).

In what can best be described as serious overkill, SUP 
15.3.11R tells a fi rm to notify the regulator of any signifi cant 
breach of any rule, requirement imposed by the Act or the 
bringing of a prosecution for any FSMA offence against any 
of its employees, representatives and the like “immediately 
it becomes aware, or has information which reasonably 
suggests, that any of the matters… has occurred, may have 
occurred or may occur in the foreseeable future.”

The classic immediate notifi cation, though, concerns 
fraud. SUP 15.3.17R insists that a business tell the FCA 
immediately of a signifi cant fraud against one of its 
customers or if it suspects an employee of “serious 
misconduct concerning his honesty or integrity connected 
with the business’ regulated or ancillary activities”.

In an appropriately chilling note, SUP 15.3.20G indicates 
that the FCA will want to consider whether “the incident 
suggests weaknesses in the fi rm’s internal controls”.

SUP 15 Annex 3R contains the offi cial form for this 
purpose. SUP 15.3.5G suggests telephone notifi cation in 
particularly serious situations. That call, though, must be 
confi rmed and followed up in writing immediately (SUP 
15.3.10G).

SUP 15.6 reminds fi rms that where they realise that 
material submitted is incomplete or incorrect, as it will 
be during a crisis, they must correct it quickly. In practice, 
a fi rm will have an ongoing dribble of communication 
from the opening stages of the problem, during which it 
communicates incessantly with the regulator.
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Protecting your PI cover, if any
As the board meeting is being convened, any professional 
indemnity insurers must be told. As with the regulator, there 
must be a constant stream of communication between the 
fi rm and its insurers. There must be no risk of any claim 
being rejected because it was notifi ed too late. Premature 
notifi cation is sometimes alleged by insurers but they can 
never avoid a claim that way. 

An early task is to obtain proper advice on the scope 
of any cover provided. The uninsured loss is the threat to 
the fi rm and so has to be quantifi ed as best one can as 
quickly as possible. The relevant regulator(s) needs to know 
of any solvency issue facing the fi rm. Consequently, a clear 
confi rmation that a loss will be met (in writing) is essential. 
As with everything else, one needs to maintain a permanent 
drip of information to the regulator about the state of the 
fi rm’s PI insurance, any uninsured risks and effect on the 
business’ capital. This sometimes involves feeding material 
from the police to both the insurer and regulator at the 
same time. 

Some awkward HR issues
The next job is to deal with any immediate disciplinary or HR 
issues involved. In practice, one does not need to discipline 
people so much as remove them from the scene of the 
problem. These individuals may have done nothing wrong. 
So, the fi rm can face serious consequences if it over-reacts 
and publicly suspends people without understanding what 
has actually happened. Removing people from the area 
to ensure that an investigation can occur easily should 
be stated clearly to carry no adverse inferences against 
the individual. Often, asking someone not to come into 
the offi ce, take an elongated break or some time off, just 
makes it easier to confi rm that he or she had nothing to do 
with the problem concerned.

However, where the fi rm has reason to suspect 
employees, they need to be suspended quickly. Where 
approved persons are involved, the individual’s status 
as such requires a further notifi cation to the relevant 
regulators even if the people concerned have left the fi rm. 

Whatever approach is taken, the fi rm must remember 
two key elements. First, the business must follow to the 
letter employer law requirements. Tarring someone wrongly 
with a fraud can cost a business hugely both in terms of 
damages and when any attempt is made to benefi t from 
their services or goodwill in the future. Secondly, one 
should always remember that a system, culture or way of 
work is much more liable to be behind a major crisis than a 
single individual or group of them. A traditional error in this 
fi eld is to blame one or two individuals when the problem 
is far more likely to be systemic and reach deep into the 
boardroom. It is quite probably the case that a problem at 
director level has led to the appointment of staff capable 
of stealing or more possibly the selection of people unlikely 
to fi nd it. It, therefore, may be necessary to remove junior 
staff in order to expose the source of the problem higher up 

the ladder. The facts may mean that this course of action 
is appropriate. However, anybody from the school that 
believes just a few rotten apples spoilt a perfectly wonderful 
organisation is in for a shock which may ultimately come 
from the regulator. 

The show must go on
Yet business has to continue in all this chaos. This requires 
some classic change management. Keeping the scandal 
secret will not work. News will seep all over the organisation 
becoming potentially more lurid with the re-telling. 
Management has to communicate clearly to staff what has 
happened and how the business will adjust to the situation 
so that it can maintain operations. This has to continue 
as details of what has occurred come out. Some fi rms 
may need to develop a public relations strategy. Smaller 
businesses could probably spend the money elsewhere 
so long as the story does not go public. Once the media 
is talking about what has happened, a steady diet of ‘no 
comment’ may not help to manage the news agenda. 
Nevertheless, there are plenty of businesses that have 
survived apparently life-threatening crisis without anyone 
ever discovering them or at least discussing them in public. 

The business has to appreciate as it should in all change 
situations that productivity could well be affected along 
with the usual absenteeism. This is a diffi cult, frightening 
time for people who may fear legitimately losing their 
livelihoods or jobs. On top of this, the people who should 
be doing the job management may be feeling betrayed 
by those involved in creating the problem. They may need 
more support than instruction on how to change their 
normal style and help others cope with the new situation. 
There is a case in this environment for splitting the task of 
digesting as well as managing what has happened, from 
the ongoing management of the business, and for the 
group carrying out the second task explaining to people 
why this duality of management is required. 

The longer term – remediation, gap analysis and 
review
As the business moves away from the initial shock of what 
has happened, there are a series of longer-term issues that 
need to be addressed. First, the fi rm may have received 
complaints that might have triggered the crisis. A team 
will have to be set up to deal with it and key policy issues 
addressed. For example, if an adviser has stolen money, 
a PI insurer must work alongside the fi rm to identify the 
complaints that relate to the representative’s conduct of 
investment business and those that are just theft. If there 
is a large enough group of cases, one might want to tell 
the Financial Ombudsman Service and invite it to deal with 
a specimen fi le. At the very least, telling the FOS that a 
group of cases are on their way improves relations with the 
Service. A PI insurer may instruct its own lawyers to handle 
the complaints. The fi rm has to keep an eye open to what 
may be argued in its name by the law fi rm in that situation. 
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Positions on cases may have to be agreed in advance with 
the regulator.

In a classic City crisis, one can expect some form 
of remediation project to be put in place. Anti-money 
laundering checks that should have been done before will 
have to be undertaken retrospectively. These activities 
can waste enormous amounts of money through the 
recruitment of the major consulting fi rms who will engage 
the same consultants available on the open market that 
the fi rm, typically a bank, could engage directly. The scope 
and objective of the project has to be agreed with the 
regulator before it is started. The goal ought to be clearly 
in mind: the improvement going forward of AML controls 
within the business. All too often, huge projects of this 
type have been carried out without any real impact on the 
overall business. Contractors pack their bags and move on 
without a great deal of continuity of care asked for or given. 
A proper gap analysis has to be conducted and procedures 
changed. Here, the regulator’s attention span has allowed 
fi rms to fob it off with promises on whose fulfi lment the FCA 
has never checked properly. 

Reviewing the systems and procedures
Going forward, any business in crisis ought to be doing a 
review of its systems and controls. SUP near as much says 
so. In fact, it makes more sense to look at the problem in 
the way in which fi rms are required to do root cause analysis 
into their complaints. In both instances, the search for a 
cause of the crisis is entirely pointless. It is probably located 
in the boardroom among people who will not be leaving 
the company soon. Anyway, the concept of causal analysis 
is more a philosophical than a practical activity. The fi rm 
wants to come out of the crisis in better shape than it went 
in. In doing this, it is probably not that interested in the real 
origin of the problem. Nevertheless, the situation provides 
an effective framework for a review of what could be done 
better. The search for improvement, not cause or blame, is 
the central activity. 

Still, an attempt to describe what happened may throw 
up some interesting features along the way. The recruitment 
of a key person in the history might have been based on 
data that should not have been believed, at least without 
proper evidence. A reference might describe a period 
when the referee worked with the individual at a previous 
company that the Financial Services Register reveals 
never existed. Barriers to product launches or individuals’ 
recruitment may have been ignored in order to achieve 
what turns out to have been a rather expensive objective. 
The fi rm needs to know this information and some notion 
of why it happened. One sometimes sees reference to ‘fi ve 
whys’ when 15 or 30 might be more appropriate.

By asking questions about why certain things happened, 
material comes to light about sloppy observance of 
procedures or where they simply do not exist. It is vital to 
focus on what is important over small slips that happen 
daily in all organisations. A helpful source can be board 

minutes, which leave trails of where the problem came from 
and even discussions of early warnings of it. The question 
of why rejected advice was not acted upon reveals a great 
deal about an organisation and its senior management. 

A full review is in any case what the regulator wants 
to see. As we have noted, SUP 15.3.20G indicates that the 
FCA will want to consider whether “the incident suggests 
weaknesses in the fi rm’s internal controls”. This is code for: 
the regulator is certain that a notifi able incident will show 
up a need for a proper overhaul. In any event, regulators 
have a habit of backing off where fi rms tell them that a 
compliance outfi t or individual (who they may fear as 
much as like) is going to be taking a look at what has 
been going on in the past and reviewing the procedures. 
External review, proactively arranged, does tend to send 
the regulator into a more passive frame of mind. In the 
FCA’s eyes, an incisive scary review is a great deal more 
cost-effective than enforcement proceedings. One can 
call this a gap analysis and it should be contributed to 
by the team doing any remediation exercise in a money 
laundering context.

In this type of investigation, nothing except blaming 
junior staff can be off-limits. In practice, one cannot remove 
the remaining least-worst board member. Otherwise, any 
other outcome should be possible. One always has to focus 
on any processes that do not exist, such as an effective 
confl icts register, a narcotics process (where a theft or fraud 
stems from a key person with a drug or alcohol problem). 
Sometimes, the issue is one of enforcing compliance with 
essential rules relating to the registration of business on 
systems. On other occasions, the concerns may go much 
wider. The over-stretched compliance offi cer or manager 
given insuffi cient resource, guidance or support is a 
common feature. Then, the fi rm should ask, why was the 
compliance function given such little assistance? A culture 
of tolerance when barriers are broken can be improved if all 
major players appreciate the damage done when a barrier 
has been overcome.

This type of head-on gap analysis risks missing more 
subtle business improvements that can be made. The 
development of more centralised controls, a re-setting 
of core procedures that may have been bought from a 
compliance consultancy without being suited to the way 
the business works, are all longer-term goals but worth 
pursuing while the business is switched onto the fact that it 
has a problem. In a sense, crisis management can continue 
for quite some time to everyone’s benefi t. Through it all, 
the fi rm needs to be communicating what it has been 
doing and changing to the regulator. The FCA or PRA may 
become extremely bored with the routine progress reports 
and offers of copies of new processes (which they will rarely 
want to read). However, this is almost the desired objective. 

Monitoring
As the move away from the point of crisis continues, 
one has to monitor how attitudes and approaches have 
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changed as well as ensure reduced levels of backsliding. 
A classic failing is to go back to blaming the individual 
that manifested the problem, not the problem itself. It is 
important to remind people that a company is a collective 
effort and that often the unacceptable behaviour was 
more widespread than it first appeared. It is much more 
comfortable to think in terms of removing the bad apple, 
but somehow the apple entered the barrel and was most 
unlikely not to have affected others within it. Ongoing 
review never reveals total success in implementing the 
required changes. There will be slippage back to the ways 
that put the firm in danger. That was the environment 
with which everyone was comfortable. Ultimately, the 
crisis that could have imperilled the very existence of 
the organisation needs to remain part of its institutional 
memory. One harmless way to achieve this is to produce 
processes that appear aimed at the problems discovered 
on that occasion. This form of gravestone drafting can 
appear to be an effort to prevent the previous war. 
Yet, it helpfully reminds everyone of the mistakes that 
caused that conflict, which is a great deal better than 
no thought at all.

The ultimate goal of compliance crisis management is 
to steer the fi rm out of its problems strengthened by the 
experience. For this to happen, senior management must 
be strong enough to go through the various stages and 
take the team with it to a different place. Highly-skilled 
change management including extensive communication 
as to what has happened, what is going on and what will 
change, will be necessary if the business is to keep its best 
people. 

Sometimes, none of this is possible. The business is dead, 
buried by its past failings. The law or the regulator may 
(often with good reason) not allow the fi rm to continue. 
Even then, though, the individuals involved will have to 
move on somewhere else. The history of entrepreneurialism 
is full of initial disasters. It is what people do with them that 
makes the difference going forward.

Adam Samuel BA LLM DipPFS MCISI FCIArb Certs CII (MP&ER) 
Barrister and Attorney may be contacted at adamsamuel@aol.
com. His book, ‘Complaints and Compensation: a Guide to the 
Financial Services Market’, is available from his website, www.
adamsamuel.com.
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